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Dellroy Elementary School
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Dellroy Ohio 44620
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Lead Service Line and Fixture Mapping Project.
Deltroy School was built 1925, additions 1957 and 1985. At this time no lead service lines detected. Black
plastic well pipe from the well and pump house to the building basement. Original galvanized pipe from
holding and bladder tanks replaced with plastic lines. After the bladder tanks piping goes to a manifold
of galvanized pipe and copper soldered pipe. The galvanized pipe goes to two bathrooms and one
classroom and one drinking fountain, in the 1925 original building. 1% copper pipe goes to the 1957
and the 1985 building sections. The majority of the cold water line is copper soldered with some
galvanized used to hook up sinks ,toilets etc. Classrooms # 104,105,205,206 built in 1957 still have sink
fixtures from that time period. These fixtures are in the process of being replaced.

(Buildings built prior to 1988 or that use plumbing material or solder manufactured before 1988 may
have materials with greater than 8% lead and are at a higher risk of contributing lead to the drinking
water than materials manufactured after 1988. In addition, buildings built and plumbing materials after
2014 were required to have less than 0.2% lead by weight and have the lowest risk for contributing lead

to the drinking water. It should be noted however that, although prohibited, some use of leaded solder
leaded components may have occurred after the prohibitions became effective.)
MAP COLOR KEY:
Blue — Galvanized Pipes

Red- Copper Soldered Pipes (Red and Blue Line — most sinks and fixtures copper with galvanized pipe)
Green- Plastic Pipes

Purple Circles- Sample Locations For EPA Lead & Copper
LC201 — Kitchen Faucet
LC202 — Girls RR East
LC203 — Rm 101 RR Sink
LC204 — Teacher RR Sink
LC205 — Girls RR West
LC206 — Water Cooler 1~ Flr West

Carrollton Exempted Village Schools { Carroll County Ohio) Owns and operate this school
252 3 Street N.E.
Carrollton, Ohio 44615
330-627-2181 (Board Office)

Contact: terry.moore@carrolltonschools.org

